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ISTRETCH 

b Section 1 - STRETCH Program 

The STRETCH program (Project 7000) is basically an advanced develop-
ment program. High-speed componentsl are utilized to satisfy the com-
puting requirements represented by the Los Alamos A E C  contract and 
the specific data handling requirements represented by the praposed Bu-
Ships contract. 

Both of these applications have a common requirement of tremendously high 
opeFationa1 speed. Certain of the operations which must be performed 
are apparently also common to both machine systems. For this reason, 
these common elements have been placed in a package, called the B (for 
baee) machine. The characteristics of the B machine are such that it can 
perform accounting proceseing at speeds about 50 times that of the 705. 
This machine i s  also capable of performing engineering or scientific 
calculations at a speed of about 10 time8 that of the 704. Operationally 
for thie type of calculation, this machine system is  in the same perform-
ance area as the proposed Sperry Rand LARC. 

An additional unit, called H, may be attached to B. H and B combined 
will satisfy the requirements of the proposed Buships contract, The com-
bined units would be capable of handling the specialized applications which 
have been proposed by that agency.

b 
Another unit, called 5 ,  may be attached to B. B and S combined muat 
eatisfy the requirements of the existing Los Alamos AEC contfacts. The 
combined units would be capable of performing engineering and scientific 
calculationa at speed of about 100 times that of the 704. The specifications 
for this aystem are such as to secure for fBM the top-level scientific and 
engineering computing cuetomere in the 1960-1963 period. These goals, in 
terms of systems, are illustrated in Figure 1-1. The problem i e  to design 
B, H, and S in such a way as to eatfsfy the possibly conflicting requirements 
of a commercial system, the high-speed computing requirements of 
Los Alamos AEC, and the specialized proceseing of Buships. 

The present approachto the problem is a solution which was presented by a 
combined group of Engineering and Product Planning personnel working in 
Poughksepsie during the month of May 1957, This committee w a s  formed 
"to etudy the various proposals for several advanced solid-atate computers 
to see if a compromise solution could be achieved, such that I S M  could 
develop three machine system@with a single integrated engineering programft, 
The characteristic# of the three machine syeterns are given in the section 
entitlod,'lSyetemCharacteristics. If 
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fcl*l. 
In general, the committee concluded that it would be possible to set forth 
a workable design incorporating the goals described above, but the 
queation of price w a s  excluded from consideration.. It w a s  noted that 
certain compromises would be necessary to consoiidate the engineering 
effort in the manner proposed. These compromises were nut thought 
to be serious. 

The program has been progreesing on this approach. Prior t o  the corn-
mfttee action just described there had been a considerable effort on the 
part of Engineering to define a complete HARVEST (Buships) system. 
Very little engineering effort has been expended upon the specifications 
of a system capable of satisfying the Los Alamoe contract. Product 
Planning personnel have spent large amounts of time on this part of the 
problem. 	 Engineering had spent a considerable amount of time in de-
fining a commercbl system. Product Planning people felt that euch a 
system could not be derived from the advanced components at any rea-
sonable cost in the near future, 

In defining the STRETCH objectives, there can be no question that the 
program is advancing technology. It is also insuring IBM prestige in 
the high- epeed system area. Considerable uncertainty is int.toduced 
when one suggests that the8e objectives can be met, while at the same

“cv 	 time incorporating rather law coot figures for the system. It has been 
euggeeted that a minimum but complete commercial system would rent 
for $60,000 a month. This i s  speculation and reprcaents at’l uncertain 
goal of the STRETCH program. There is no question that this is a de-
sirable goal# but it is nut a certain goal, 



Figure I - I 

PRESENT STRETCH GOALS 

I /O System 

Memory)) + B r 50 times faster than 705 or 
10 times faster than 704 

..-

I /O ) *  B + H  = System Satisfying 
Memory) Buships Requirementa 

f / Q  I + B S S  = System Satisfying 
Memory) Los Alamos Requirements 

at about 100 times 704 speed 
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Section I1 - Present Status 

bar PLANNING 

Machine Definition A first pass detailing of the B and S machines has 
jus t  been completed and was presented to Loa Alamos August 20, A pro-
grammed evaluation of BfS using both classified and unclaasified problems 
is underway. 

Planning on the Basic Exchange and the general input-output operations 
is detailed enough to begin programming. Definition of the medium speed 
input-output units themselvee, however, is further from completion for 
several reasons. One is an attempt to standardize this equipment acro8s 
system boundariee; another is that speeds of certain unit8 only recently 
have been fixed. Input-output instructions for specific units have not 
been detailed. 

A new definition of the memory bus is now under evaluation. 

Study of Customer Requirements Product Planning representatives have 
visited the following potential users of a Stretch system in order to examine 
their problems and determine their requirements: 

United Aircraft 
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory 
Douglas Aircraft 
North American Aviation 
Nordhrop Aircraft 
Loc)ibeed Aircraft 
Rand Corporation 

Systems Development Corporation 
liarno-Wooldridge Corporation 
University of California Radiatiori Laboratory 
Westinghouse Atomic Power Division 

A fila maintenance problem has been programmed in detail for the B machine. 
Soma of the results of the study are given in the aection on P*oduct Planning 
Evaluation. A neutron diffusion problem has been p r o g r a m e d  for B+S. 

ENGINEERING 

Transistors The following is taken from MP,Dunwell's report of August 8 
to the AEC: 

"we have modified the fabrication procese for the PNP switching 
tranaistors. The new process has proven to be highly satisfactory 
from the rtandpointe of producing transistorswith the necessary qual-
ifications for OUT use, The yield of satisfactory transistors is also 
good, ineuring that the process will be a reliable one in production. 



The dovelopme& of the process for assembly of the NPN 
switching transistor is about two months behind the PMP, 
primarily because w e  started its development somewhat 
later than the PNP. About one-third of the transistors 
being produced are MPN um4ts. A sufficient number sf power 
driver transistors is now available for the  bench array of 
the two microsecond memory, and w e  expect that the array 
wi l l  be operating before m y  next report. 

Circuits New atandard circuit cards axe now being designed, with corn-
plction scheduled in three to four weeks, 

Data Flaw Model A model using more than five thousand transistors is 
sxpected-to be in operation in a short time, I t  w i l l  include two registers 
and an arithmetic device. 



Section 1111 - Schedules 

The schedule for meeting the AEC and BuShips commitments is shown in 
Figure III-1. This figure also indicates tentative release periods for the 
B and S machines and the rschedule for the first two production machines. 
The immedfate goal is, of course, to deliver a B plue S system to Los 
Alamos, New Mexico on or before May 15, 1960. Under the contemplated 
plans for B e h i p s ,  a B plus H system is to be delivered to that organization 
on or b e f q p  September 1, 1960. 

'3 

Both B and S systems could be released during 1959 and 1960 8 0  that production 
machines could be available in either the B(basic) syetem or in the B+S 
configuration during the second quarter of 1961. 

Each of the machine systems B, B.1.S and B t H  are to be specified prior 
to January 1, 1958. A preliminary manual to aatisfy Harvest (B+H) re-
quirements has been written. This manual w a s  published on May 1, 1957. 
A manual describing a system capable of satisfying AEC requirements will 
be writtea by October 1, 1957. Agreement on the specifications must be ob-
tained with Los Alamas AEC personnel by November 17, 1957. 

A preliminary version of the B system exists in the Harvest manual. This 
b 	 vtreionprssumably w i l l  be modified to some extent as the AEC manual is 

written, Enginasring wiU write a reviaed manual for t h i a  machine. The 
maaual waq scheduled for completion on July 1, but a more dietailed approach 
Qias taken and indications ape that'thib manual w i l l  be finished October 1. 
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Section IV - Financing 

The only existing machine-construction contract in the STRETCH area 
is a contractwi th  the AEC (LosAlamos) for a device capable of handling 
their calculation problems. This contract is for a fixed coot of $4, 300 ,000 ,  
A t  the time this contract wae rigned, it was estimated that tho total cost 
of the program would require IBM to expand something like an additional 
$6,000,000. It was anticipated that some of this money would be derived 
from other mnallar, but contributing, research and development contracts. 
To date there are the following contracts: 

Proje! c t  Source End Date 

Transirstor Circutta AFCRC 7/31/57 
Silo (memory) BuShipB 8/31/57  
Plantation or Rancho BuShips 10/31/57 
Tractor (tapes) BuShipa 10/1/57 

The following contracts are proposed: 

Project Source End Date 

Rancho Extension BuShip8 10/31/57 
Hat v es t  System BuShip 8 9 / 1 / 6 0  

The prerant plan is to obtain a fixed cost contract for the B machine from 
BuShips and a cost-fee contract for the H attachment. The Pxoduct Devel-
opment people are planning on obtaining this contract prior to November 1. 
If this i s  not done, additional financing will  probably be required by IBM, 

A summary of the Stretch program coat and recovery is on the following 
page. (the figures given are estimates from Engineering which have not 
been verified by the Price Analysie Department). The figures do not include 
coat8 for releaee tQ., production. Estimated coat for release -is$7, 500, 000 
of which $1, 500,000 to $ I ,  800,000 wi l l  bar required in 1958, This is in addition 
to the $700,000 currently in the Product Development budget fo r  Stretch for 
1958, 
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Figure IV-2 

L. OUR PRESENT GOMMITMENT TO THE AEC 

500 CPM Card Reader 

155 C P M  Card Punch 

1,000 LPM Wire Printer 

Type 727 Tape Units 

Typewriter and console 

1,048,576 Word, 4 Microsecond Transmission Rate, Disc Memory 

0,  2 Microsecond registers 

512 Word 1 / 2  Microsecond Memories 

8,192 Word 2 Microsecond Memories 

Exchange 

Input/Output Computer Frame* 
High Performance Computer Frame* 
For delivery in May I960 

Fixed Price $4,300,000 

+IBM is planning thatthese two items wi l l  become one 
computer as defined by B+S. 



Figure IV-3 

HARVEST PROPOSAL TO BUSHIPS 

250 CPM Card Reader 


100 CPM Card Punch 


500 L P M  Wire Printer 


729-1 Tape Units 


Inquiry Station 


1024 Word 112 Microsecond Memories 


16,384 Word 2.0 Microsecond Memories 

1 

Basic Computer Frame 


Harvest Supplementary Frame 


f
(High performance tape units to be quoted on later 
this year) 

For delivery late in 1960 

If sold at cost  $8, 785, 000 



Ir. 
V. Markat Analvsis 

There has been no official market analysia, because of lack of specifications 
and cost figures. The large scientific and engineering computing area has 
been examined by Mr. B, L. Sarahan in April  1957 on a customer-by-cus-
tomer basis. A n  estimated rental of $200,000 per month (sales price of 
$10,000,000) was used. The aize of the B+S market was thought to be be-
tween l l  and 29 systems over a 5 year period. The average of 20 systems 
has been used as an initial estimate. The dominating characteristic of this 
market is a need for high computational 8paed. These customers would 
insist on a reasonable price, but there probably would be little change in 
the market potential if rentals w e r e  increased by as much as 25% 

The market potential for the B machine alone as a commercial data process-
ing syetem is largely dependent upon price. There is no question that the 
internal processing speed of the B machine is considerably faster than the 
705 Model 3, If the minimum configurationof the B system (main frame, ex-
change, bus system, k6#384 word8 of 2.0 microsecond memary, a combination 
of ten 729 Model 3 and Model b tape drives, high-speed printer, high-apeed 
card, reader, and high-speed punch) should have a rental o€ $60 ,000  per 

. month, the system would have an adequate market potential ae an advance-
ment for 705 and 709 systems. A systems estimate might be on the order of 
125 rayatems over a 5-year period assuming an average rentat of $80,000 
per month, This is again an unofficial estimate. 

Market A n a l y s i s  personnel are just completing a qualitative evaluation of the 
market potential in this area. The results of this survey should be avail-
able in September. Preliminary reports indicate field inttreot in a com-
mercial system in the monthly rental range of $60,000 ta $85,000. The 
eyetern is expected to be two to three times the internal arithmetic speed 
of the 703 with heavy emphasis ox1 vary large memories and with a very 
high combined effective character rate for the associated iItput30utput 
apufpment. A lesser interest in a eyatem 50-200 timeo tho speed of present 
systems is shown. 



VI. The 	Data Processing Line 19574962 
b 

In Figure VI-1, an attempt has been made to show the magnetic tape pro-
cessing equipment line as it exists in 1957. The line is projected to 1962, 
An assumption i s  m a d e  that IBM w i l l  be required for competitive reasons 
to supersede all existing equipment by transistorized or 801116 other form of 
solid-etate machines. It is further aasumed, and more aigaificantly, that 
there w i l l  be a decrease in the cost per operation to the customer. 

The upper portion of thefigure shows the price ranges of annuunced equip-
ment (650,7011,702,704, 705, and 709) and soon to be announced equipment 
(660 and 705 Model 3). It can be seen that the 660 already indicates an area 
where the 705 Model 1 and Model 2 performance can be dupliaattd at lesser 
coat to the customer'. The 765 Model 3 wil l  also guarantee lower job costs, 
although system costs w i l l  be somewhat higher. It is shown that when all 
equipment is announced, that the price range from $10,000 to $80,000 per 
month will  be covered by at least one IBM system. In some price area8, 
several different systems will  be available. This is a flexible arrangement 
certainly, but it is probably costly to IBM and somewhat confusing to our 
customers and salesmen, In some casts ,  specialized functions wi l l  elim-
inate the seeming duplication as only one machine wi l l  be applicable to that given 
aituatian. 

In an effort to show the relation of the STRETCH program to our future business,
bu 	 an idealized product line for 1962 isr given in the lower portion of the figure. 

Four machine8 cover a wider rental and performance range than eight machine8 
cover today. The goals of the 750 program a r e  aimed at the Intermediate 
Data Proceasing goals. The specifications of this program are briefly: A 
cost of $15,000 to $20,000 per month for a minimum'aystem; performance of 
main frame equivalent to 705 Model 3; suitable provision for us0 of main frame 
a8 computing element for peripheral :in-line input-output equipment; and pro-
vision for the latest types of input-output equipment. The basic rental of 
$15,000 per month should be capable of being magnified a factor of 4 times 
through increased storage and increased numbers of input-output units. This 
system must be capable of handling both commercial and scieatific computing 
problems in an efficient, economical manner. It is  noted that a performance 
similar to the 705 Model 3 must be achieved at roughly half the cost of the 
system. 

The Basic STRETCH computer has essentially the same characteristics 
the Intermediate machine, except that the rental of a minimum system should 
be $60 ,000  per month, Its performance must be at least ten t h e s  the per-
formance of the 705 Model 3, with an increase in rental. of only a factor of 
two. Performance on computing problems should be a t  least ten times the 
performance of the 704'. This system muet be capable of handling both 
commercial and scientific problems in a simple straight-fomard manner. 
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A rental axpansion of a factor of at least three rrhould be possible through 
increaasd memory and increased number of input-output units. There need 
be no program compatibility between the intermediate and Basic Stretch 
syrteme, Every advantage in the intermediate area muet be directed to 
lower coato. 

Compatibility between the Basic and the High Speed Stretch system is probably 
necessary from the way the system i s  derived. This i s  felt to be of some ad-
vantage but if it tends to slow down the high speed configuration, complete com-
patibility could be sacrificed. The immediatehgoal of the high epced system 
is highsat possible computational performance. The system should have 100 
time8 the performance of the 704 system, Cost-wiee this systeam could have 
a rental of five timaa that of the 704. Volume memoariea and high-speed in-
put-output devices must be a part of this advanced aystem. 

One area remains and that is at the low end of the scale, The Intermediate 
Data Frocsaeing system has price-wise coverekd a good part of the existing 
low performance area. h line with the lower cost of operation, it s e e m s  
essential to do the same thing for the $5, 000 to $15,000 renbal area. This 
goal could be accomplished by a new system or by reducing the price of the 
650 tape syetem. I. 


In a very optfmiatic way, one m a y  consider the immense problem with which 
we are dealing. From thire chart, aassume the following: 

System No. of Systome Average Rental Extended Rental 

Small 3,000 $10,000 $30,000,000 
fntermediate 1,000 40,000 40,000,000 
Baaic Stretch 125 $0,000 10,000,000 
High Speed Stretch 20 200,000 4 ,000 ,000  

Total Monthly Rental 84,000,000 
Total Ycisrly - Rental $1,008,000,000 

An extrapolation from the Market Analysis Product Line 'Forecast (May 1957) 
indicates that this total number of points i a  possible during the first half of 
1964. Categories F (650 A l l  Systems) and G (DP,700 series and RAMAC 
exclusive of 650)  were combined in making the extrapolation. An allowance 
w a i  made for the RAMAC systeme. 

The manufacturing and financial problems connected with such a program are 
rtaggaring. The figures have, of course, only been assumed, but the problems 
involved, if the transirtor emerge@a8 a low-cost unit, are faikly graphically 
Uluetrated. These figures are meant to be for the 1962-1967 area. 
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VI-3 

It should a lm be noted that the area of greatest revenue is again (as now) in 
the lower cost areas. The phenomena of the diminishing number of customers 
with increased cost  is probably realistic. This simply indicates that the 
intermediate and small data processing areaa are extremely important to 
IBM% future. The STRETCH area (particularly the high speed goals) is 
important to IBM from the prestige point of view.  

The chart and the numbers j u s t  presented also indicate the need for maintaining 
a w r y  close price objective on these several systemrr, Engineering man power 
and money are critical. If the Basic Stretch eystem ehould miss by a factor 
of two in rental, a fifth machine program would be necessary to  cover the 
area between the intermediate and Basic, Even worse, the number of PO-
tenth1 raysterna might drop to the point where the STRETCH program would 
be seriously questioned, if both Basic and High-speed were affected, 

These ideas wi l l  be expanded further and checked against other future 
estimates to verify accuracy, The importance of a planned line of equip-
ment and the inter-relation of this equipment has been streesed. Programs 
exist for obtaining the Intermediate, and Stretch systems; no program has 
been formalized to  obtain the small data processing system. 
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fdu. System Charactecrietfcs 

The problem of attempting;to coaaolidate the thxee distiact claraes of 
appucalfoas &to 0338 is ulustratad by the following l i s t s  of system 
charactaristica, These i tems were used by the joint Enginet@.ng -
Product Planning group to arrive at the initial determination of the three 
eystama. Sets of characteristics ate  given for  each machtau syetsm. 

W4Sgrtem, Charlscterfetbce (Commercial p r c h l e m m  

1I 	Data is highly structured fn Mararcbies . 
a, 	Bask d t  f r  the byte, a collection of bfta representing a 

character, digit, or control datum. 

C ,  	Records are pnapa of fields . 
8,  	A file Sa a collection of all records of a given type. 

2. 	Arithmetic i a  performed on fielda of integers, oftea unsigned, and 
the ratio of rnaltiplicatioas to additions is comparatively low, 

3,  	Q-athe avexage, few arithmetic operations axe performed per item 
%sought inta memory, 

4. 	Noa-arithmetic ogaratihns of importance include edftbg for inpub 
output faxmate, coda coniversioa, tabular transformations I aad 
dbciaibrs operations 

5. 	Taken together the noa-arithmetic opstatioaa outaumber arithmetic 
operations in frequency OP execution. 

6 .  	The amount OP information proceased at a time, incluaag programs 
aad fraquesely conrsultad tables, currently ranges from ten to f ive  
hurrdred #ousand byraa. 

7. 	The amount of information which must be available for consultatitan 
vdthin ahort psriode X M ~ Sfrom a few hundred thowand t o  eeveral 
dllforrrr.bytee 

mailto:Enginet@.ng


8. 	bdsxiag i s  impartant primarily for relative addressing rather than 
array scanning. 

% No d v e r 8 a . l  w d  wcrtll-defined aprmbohm e x i s t s  for dascribing 

prchlarne e ;;;urdfew useful macro-operations a r e  known. 


10. 	Moart machina time l e  uatd on a dew different prog(rama. Thetire are 
u c r d y  run miXny t imes with frequsat d a m  changler. These usually
are chaagsll in the problem and not in i t s  rnetktld of sobtion. 

13,	16ih c;olrreultationis wt wall-oxdertd; therefore sequentially arranged 
files hIVe low activity rates. Thia low activity a p p h s  both t o  records 
withiatthe file and+tr, fialda within the record. 

14. Satisfaction of random inquiries i o  necessary; probhme may be viewed 
8 8  alow a s W a  real-ttma, +-

15, 	Probhma are usuaUy ill-defined enough 80 that the intervestion of 
human judgment at some point is necessary. 

1 The baaic dst&'unitrare signed nufflbars which may volsy over a wide 
range irr preciaion and a very wide range in magnitude. For problem
rlsmtrol, adds of varying sfse coaaistfng of integers and hlfcal opsrandrs 
are traudly introduced, 

I 

c
i3. 	 Arithetic f~ u~uallgperformed OR^ Signed floattng - point wordsB and 


the xatfo of mdtiplications to  additiaas i a r  comparatively hi@. 


3 ,  	On ths average, many asithetic operatioas are performed peg item 

brought into memory. I 
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evlvy $. %%a arithmetic operation8 outnumber the non-arithmetic operations in 
frequency of execution 

7. 	U r g e  wou;llta of fkhrrnatisrt a m  commonly he5d in raadinessr 
f sr  Iequsatial con~sultatioa. 

6, M d a g  i s  irnportaat for bath array-scming and relative addressing,
aspecially raubroutba con8rol. 

9 .  	urrrap t b f 4  ~dstlaa dvers la l  aad well-defiaed symboursm for des-
erribhg problema, arrd many useful ‘macro-operationsare known. 

10, 	Much mac’)rinca:time is uarpd on s b r t  rum of many different problems. 
‘jrherae atre ueudly gun M y  a few timer between changee which ariear as 
axperiments in the method of solving Q problem. 

‘ 11, 	Mort progx-era axe partmtime w e r s  of the machiria as a tool for 
their invsstig&lone. However, them programmers are usually 
suphirtiested and competent . 

lcrrr 
12, 8oxtiag and mrrfn.eanrance of long-term files i s  of secondary importsurccl. 

13, 	8%$S ~onsdtatiarni a  well-arderad and activity rates a m  ugh (usually 100%) 

15, 	Problemar rare prsaeatly so specified that human intervention i e  performed 
bdwaem machine ~ W I ,  More sopltistieated operation fa the future wiu 

I , probably tnvolve more intervention 

-tern Ctaaractsrflrticar (BuShipe only1A .  

1.  	The bade data anit i a  the byte; integer counts represent a aabcond unit. 
Sytso are prsraated for operation in well-defined hfersrrchical pattern8 

‘ E , 	Arrttbmatlc is parfsrmed on counts; madular arithmetic and lloeieal 
operations are perfoxmed on individual bytes in long sequencere. 

3. 	On the average, nany operations are performed per item brought into 
memory. 



4, 	Ip)asfdes eating and code conversion for input-output, particubrly 

facile tabufar tr;zhasformatio~uare required. 


3, 	blgteawiecl aperations considerably outnumber arithmetic operations 

ralptm ficids. 


b a  The amount of information processed at a t h e  i n  df$hq owme order 

PB ia c o m m m c f d  problems, 


?. 	 Large informatfcm capacity is needed for eqaeatfrf  aoasultation. 

8. 	Iacbxing i a  impartant for relative addressing pnb especially for array 
eC=aiag. 

8. Few umfd macro-tqmrations are known. 

10, ami shortrfrequently and infrequeatly chmgi problems plu OCCUP. 

i 1e Piogrammbre are fairly sophirticated. 

12. grsrtiag fa  generay patformed 0x1short records with lmg keys e 
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Section VI33 - Product Planning Evaluation 

Evaluation of B+S A s  stated earlier, the primary objective of thie machine 
is  the aolutton of large acale scientific problems at a rate lOD times that 
of the 704, This is consistent with Loa Alamos requiremsntr, If w e  assume 
that Product Development can meet the speeds atatdd in the Loa Alamos 
contract (i. e. arithmetic operations of 0. 6 usec floating and, 1. 2 uaec floating 
multiply, and 1.8 usec floating divide; and memory speeds of 0. 5 U S ~ Cand 
2. 0 usec) then, w e  believe that B+S w i l l  be about 75 times a s  fast a8 tho 704. 

The performance of the entire system is very dependent upon organisation, 
e. g. Stretch has memories only 6 times and 24 timer asa fa$t as the 704, yet 
we expect 75 t imes  794 speed. Any majo? slip or 6 e ~ i e sof minor slips could 
esriourly bampcr the performance. Simulation programe have been written 
and as Product Development releasee more accurate times, these w i l l  be 
evaluated against typical programmed examples to gauge performance. 

Although the original goals may not be completely r@dch8diw e  believe that the 
above speeds w i l l  be considered a$ satisfactory both by Los Alamos and the 
Large scale scientific computing market. The extent of the market is deter-
mined largaly by the following factors: 

a. Major reduction in job cost  - the airframe companies, 
for example, have many large problems that they do 
not even try to solve now on 700 ereriaa simply because 
the cost is prohibitively high. A reductton in job cost 
by a factor of ten may be attained with B+S and thia wi l l  
immediately bring a whole new class of problems within 
range of economical attack. 

b. Reduced net elapsed time - some cfasae;e of problems 
aro excluded from 700 series today not because of cost 
but because the time required to obtain solutione atten* 
uatelsi the value of results. Frequently, faster methods, 
such as rtlpecial purpom analog device$, alp* available. 
The B+S system wi l l  clearly reduce t h o  computation time 
for all problem#, over the 704. However, it is not 
clear that the net elapsed time wil l  be greatly shortened 
for small prcrbkma. 

C. Improved reliability - If performance objact ive i  of 30 
houra mean f ree error time are realized, a new class 
of real time control problems w i l l  be within reach of 
B+S, 
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Evaluation of B Assuming an average operation time of 4 u i t c  for B, 
Product Planning has compared the 705-3, 709,  and B machines with 
rsclpect to a file maintenance problem (as deecribed in Technical Re-
port #I) .  The 729-3 tapes with a rate of 60 ,000  characters per second 
were assumed. As expected, the example proved to be carnptetely tape 
limited, with about 2 / 3  of the compute time available for other use%. 
T h e  computing speeds of B were 18 times as fast as  the 705, 1 3  times as 
fast aer the 705-3, and 9 t i m e s  as faet as the 709. 

As a commercial data processor, the B machine appears to have little 
advantage over prearent 700 serieo, other than the cornputkg Lpeeds 
mentioned above, Other factors, such as number of instructibns required, 
number of information bits needed, and east  of programming seem 
roughly equivalent to the 705-3 and 709. It i e  essential that we proceed 
with garallel development of suitable auxiliary memOry devicw for B to 
afford proper utilization of its increased compute speeds. Until such units 
are available, €3 would probably be marketed mainly for those applications 
which are strongly compute limited on the 705-3 and 709. Multiprogramming 
miGht be a partial answer to the anbalance referred t o a b v e .  It should not 
be considered BIOuntil at least one 700 seriesl inatallation has demonstrated 
i t a  practicality, 

: ~ a d u s ~ o a  W e  believe that the separation of functionsand &wxnxnnendations 
cpteiPented by B and S is the best known solution to our need fo? an extremely 
a a t  scientific machine for LADS Ararnos and similar c~stornerz~as  we11 a8 our 
Ithate requiremBnta for an extenmion beyond the 700 sarias speeds. W h i l t  
t i a  lraaliecd that the perform&sce of the B e  configuratiaa may suffer and that 
5 26.8 well  ais B+S w i l l  require mor&'com$onents thara *auld have been needed 
II actparate eystams had bean built, nevertheless the compromise still appears 
rofiwhile in view of the savings that Product D~vslopmrmthas stated must 
ccI*ucofrom such an integratsd design effort. 

?e are continuing to bpruvc the accuracy of our e s t b t e e ,  both with respect 
3 performance and costs, N0 mater bow reaeonable the present course of 

cars, w e  muat ollew for the possibility of error by remaining flex-
should not commit euradvts contractually to deliver any exactly 

pscl.fi8d eyetem wh-bch we subsequently w a l  release to prertuction. From this 
tandpotnt, the propqoed $, o contract must be as vague on carnputer details 
Ia8 Los Alamas 'conekc 
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